The medical profession is called a brotherhood, and although the relationship of its members thus implied is not exactly true, yet I know no word which so fitly expresses the bond which there is among us. It is a very strong union, which begins to be formed in the dissecting-room, and grows closer as life advances. Among practitioners in large towns it shows itself in the formation of medical societies; and many essays have been written to demonstrate their utility, but I think it scarcely needs proof. Meantime, I merely remark that such societies are at once a result of this brotherhood, and a useful fosterer of it.
Under various designations, medical societies exist in large numbers all over the country, and they are yearly increasing. More and more members are enrolled; and, as a necessary result, they have more and more power and influence. The great object which they have before them is to raise medicine to the dignity of a true science. This position it cannot yet be said to hold, except feebly or in part, but there is no doubt it is quickly growing towards this high rank; and no surer sign of this growth can be found than the manifest increase of the use of scientific method.
Scarcely any number of a medical journal can be taken up without evidence of this improvement. It It is not to the present position of medicine as a science, nor to the proper method of advancing it, that I wish at present to direct attention, but to a subject very nearly allied, namely, the spirit or tone of medical societies, medical consultations, medical journals, medical biographies. 1 feel it almost presumptuous in me to discuss this subject before you, and I assure you I do it with no self-righteous complacency; but I happen to be, for the day, primus inter pares, and I make this use of my position, believing that good will result, not so much from active correction or censorious fault-finding, as In medicine, hotly hastening after new cures?useless and contemptible as they generally, though scarcely invariably, turn out to be?it seems to me that we forget two great abiding truths, the resting-places of the scientific man, and the best guiding principles of the practical man. These are, firstly, the old saying that " knowledge is power "?truly power?useful power for the bedside practitioner; and, secondly, the wellknown truth, fully demonstrated in recent history, that the progress of science is the best, almost the only, source of progress in the useful arts.
In the view which I now explain, and which I have always taken of this important subject, I am not singular. The same difference between the scientific men and the combined philosophic and practical men is found in the great medical schools of the Continent. There I have remarked that the men known and honoured among us are all, or in a very preponderating proportion, arrayed on the scientific side; while the local celebrities remain on the other, keeping to the comfortable and the best-paying position, level with the ignorance and prejudices of the mass of the profession and of the public. Even higher scientific position ; that any improvement on the present methods will be of incalculable value, and will indirectly hasten the period when our profession, being scientific, will have before it a clearer course of progress, and an ever-widening sphere of usefulness. The profession of medicine, having among its objects the maintenance of health and the curing of disease, is essentially a grand, noble, and beneficent profession, if its cultivators are honourable men. These qualities, however, it has, independently of its cultivators. It sheds their lustre over its cultivators, who ought to be thereby stimulated to do something in return for the glorious heritage which they get without purchase, the best return being the advancement of the science of medicine. But, in so doing, let it be their constant object to attain that ever-present sense of the true dignity of science which renders all its genuine disciples humble in proportion as they keenly feel it; and of its exceeding great rewards, which only steady and honest labour can ever hope to attain.
The great Psalmist says, " The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament showeth His handiwork." We, as members of this Medical Society, say,?So also does the disordered and diseased human frame. But, alas ! the process of this medical demonstration is, as yet, very far from being nearly completed, or the suggested simile fit for being used by a psalmist.
Since the time of David, science has made great progress, and in no department more than that of astronomy?the model science. Were the inspired sweet singer a scientific man of our day, and writing now, he would probably indite the same words as we have quoted. Certainly he could not, even yet, appropriately invoke the diseased human frame to point his moral. It is for us to push forward, to emulate the progress of astronomy, to make our science attract the hononrable mention of poets, to make it shine "up with the best," to ennoble the practice of our art by an ever-increasing utility,
